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Wetland Watch’s Approach to Adaptation 

Critical Role for Education, Engagement, and Advocacy in the Adaptation Process 

The figure below illustrates the elements of adaptation and the role that Wetlands Watch plays in the 

process. Every function in the top row is an integral part of the strategy for adapting to the impacts of 

sea level rise; all are the focus of early adaptation efforts and require further work. However, as we 

move toward implementing sea level rise adaptation measures these top level functions rest upon two 

critical elements of success: public awareness/understanding and engagement/advocacy. 

  

 

Our experience in Virginia reveals that many government planning authorities and academic efforts do 

not adequately address these two critical elements.  Government and academia can only go so far in 

conducting outreach and public engagement and their focus is a neutral and balanced one, dictated by 

politics and institutional restrictions. In addition, too often these sectors are more interested in “output,” 

a metric measured by numbers of meetings held or articles published. The focus of Wetlands Watch is 

“outcomes,” building a case for adaptation action and generating public and private sector support for 

those actions. As the adaptation process progresses toward implementing policies that change the status 

quo, as they involve increased monetary and political cost, counter-advocacy from affected economic 

sectors will develop. Only with strong public and private sector engagement and advocacy in support of 

adaptation will any progress be made, and Wetlands Watch sees that advocacy as its mission. Wetlands 

Watch seeks to perform the outreach and engagement functions in partnership with the organizations in 

academia and government agencies doing the work along the top row.   

Education 

Our early work, starting in 2007, focused on building public awareness and concern as we walked 

information about sea level rise into city halls, county seats, and community meetings in the tidal 

reaches of Virginia. We were working mostly at the local government level since most land use 

decisions are made by localities and changed coastal land use are key to protecting the shoreline 

ecosystem.  
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In this awareness-building phase, we introduced the discussion of sea level rise impacts into local 

government forums, planning documents, civic league meetings, listening sessions, and the media. In the 

course of this work we identified potential legal authorities and programs that localities could use to 

begin sea level rise adaptation planning and implementation. We also identified “maladaptive” policies 

at the state and federal level that continued to support unwise coastal development. We met with modest 

success during this phase of our work as the coastal conversation about sea level rise began in Virginia’s 

shoreline communities. 

Engagement 

Our next phase of work involved trying to expand the pace of progress to start changing the direction of 

local and state government policy. However, political changes in Virginia during the 2009-2013 period 

decreased support for adaptation implementation work. During that period, Virginia’s state policies 

moved away from any active work on or acknowledgement of sea level rise. In fact, the phrase “sea 

level rise” was replaced by “recurrent flooding” in policy debates. Climate change was never discussed 

in Richmond and references to it were scrubbed from state documents. The webpages for the 2008 

Governor’s Commission Climate Change were removed from the Virginia state website, to be 

reassembled on Wetlands Watch’s server (with the help of sympathetic state staff). Filling the vacuum 

left by state agencies, Wetlands Watch staff assumed a role as informal advisors to local governments 

and partners with planning district commissions in tidewater Virginia. 

Through these efforts, Wetlands Watch developed trusted relationships with local government staff and 

we are often consulted on adaptation-related planning issues. We discovered leverage points for our 

adaptation work as we better understood the detailed daily workings of local government programs. 

We worked with localities to include sea level rise/recurrent flooding in comprehensive land use plans, 

floodplain management plans, emergency management plans, and other regular functions of local 

governments in Virginia. We met with local government staff and professional organizations advocating 

for this work and we had measurable success: since 2008, nearly all of these planning efforts mentioned 

flooding and sea level rise impacts.  In 2010-11, we co-planned and co-hosted, along with the University 

of Virginia’s Institute for Environmental Negotiation, Sea Level Rise Listening Sessions in Virginia 

Beach and on the Eastern Shore, the first of an organized series of efforts to raise public awareness and 

engage the public on sea level rise impacts and the need for adaptation planning in tidewater Virginia. 

Adaptation Implementation – Time for Advocacy  

With a new Governor elected in 2014, the state government assumed a more active role in planning for 

sea level rise adaptation. At the same time, federal policies began to reflect the need to address sea level 

rise impacts. This allowed Wetlands Watch to direct our attention to adaptation implementation: taking 

the previous plans and discussions on sea level rise and making them real. The urgency for this work 

was driven by a realization that while the current state and federal government policy favors addressing 

sea level rise adaptation, it can change back again. And, the rate of sea level rise is accelerating, giving 

us less time to implement adaptation measures, especially given the long lead time for large projects and 

programs. Using the trust and relationships developed with local governments, we now need to rapidly 

move to adaptation implementation and consider future risk of flooding and other coastal hazards in land 

use decisions. 
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The 2014 – 2018 period proved to be a disappointment, as the administration in Richmond did little to 

advance the adaptation implementation agenda. No state funding or policy changes were made. Some 

favorable legislation was enacted but was focused on planning rather than implementation. Worse, with 

the end of the Obama administration, federal efforts to address climate change and sea level rise ceased 

and were later reversed. The key component of the federal effort, a 2015 executive order setting a new 

“climate based” federal flood risk standard, was repealed by the Trump administration ten days before 

Hurricane Harvey hit Houston, Texas. 

However, with the election of Governor Northam in 2017, sea level rise adaptation was at the forefront 

of state priorities. Wetlands Watch had worked with then-Senator Northam on sea level rise legislation 

in the past and began collaborating with his administration soon after the election. We are now 

supporting the efforts laid out in his executive order detailing initiatives to address sea level rise in 

Virginia. 

Wetlands Watch’s Adaptation Initiatives 

With support from a range of funders, Wetlands Watch has developed a suite of initiatives to drive 

Virginia toward adaptation implementation. We developed these approaches using a “bottom up” 

approach, working from the community level, and rely on our relationships with local government staff 

to identify needs that we can address in our programs.  

 

Co-Benefits of Green Infrastructure Approaches – Water Quality and Floodplain 

Management Overlaps 

Wetlands Watch has worked for nearly five 

years to expand the use of green infrastructure 

planning and practices, focusing on nature-

based/conservation landscape solutions to 

stormwater management and runoff pollution 

reduction. We are currently developing a 

private sector landscaping professional training 

and certification program, the Chesapeake Bay Landscape Professional program (CBLP) on 

conservation landscape solutions to stormwater management and habitat restoration. This work is 

funded by a grant from the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, the Virginia Environmental 

Endowment,  the Keith Campbell Foundation, and University of Maryland Extension to work in 

partnership with a range of organizations in Virginia, DC, and Maryland. 

The CBLP program was researched and designed over a period of a year, looking at other training and 

credentialing programs, leading to developing and testing the early CBLP program here. A two year 

pilot program followed, with extensive training and reworking of the program based on feedback from 

participants. The full CBLP has been operating successfully in Virginia and Maryland and is nearly self-

sufficient based on fees and in-kind contributions. The next phase of the program is an expansion into 

other Chesapeake Bay watershed states. 

In the course of this work, we are identifying nature-based actions that localities can use to meet 

regulatory requirements under the federal MS4 program and the Chesapeake Bay Watershed 

http://wetlandswatch.org/conservation-landscapes
http://wetlandswatch.org/conservation-landscapes
https://cblpro.org/
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Implementation Plans (WIP) as well as qualifying for flood insurance reduction credits under the CRS 

program. These synergistic actions offer localities a way to take an action under one program that 

produces multiple benefits that meet other programmatic requirements. By identifying the multiple 

benefits of these nature-based solutions, as well as the procedure for qualifying those actions for credits 

under the stormwater runoff pollution reduction regime or the CRS, we hope to create incentives for 

local governments to implement these practices. By engaging the landscape industry in this credentialing 

program, we’re working to build a well-trained and knowledgeable network of landscape professionals 

who are prepared and motivated to design, sell, and implement attractive and functional green 

infrastructure practices for their clients: local government, watershed groups, and private property 

owners. 

 

Adaptation Design 

Wetlands Watch and its partners produced the first street-scale, pre-

disaster sea level rise and flooding adaptation design project, 

designed to protect Chesterfield Heights, a historic, moderate/low 

income neighborhood located in Norfolk, Virginia. Ecosystem 

services were central components of the design effort.  

There have been many efforts to develop design and engineering 

approaches to sea level rise adaptation.  Many are initiated post-

disaster, such as the post-Sandy resiliency and design efforts.  Many 

design efforts occur at a city or regional scale, while many are executed at a distance, from an academic 

perspective, and without community involvement; few take ecosystem services into account as a 

primary objective. 

Wetlands Watch wanted to test how difficult it would be to conduct adaptation design and engineering 

work in a real neighborhood that involved community members and their values, developed consensus 

designs before the storm hit, and sought to preserve ecosystem values. To inject more reality into the 

test, we picked a shoreline community of 500 moderate/low income single family households, in an 

historic district of predominantly African American households. In addition, we chose an urban setting 

where the stormwater infrastructure was 100 years old, undersized, with outfalls now below mean low 

water due to the sea level rise seen over the last century.  

Wetlands Watch was also interested in raising awareness and interest in sea level rise among private 

sector design and development consultants in an attempt to incubate a design and engineering 

community of practice in the region. We hoped that in solving our problems in Virginia, we could 

develop expertise that could be exported elsewhere. We have been collaborating with a regional effort to 

develop new employment centers and the practice of “water management” has been identified as one 

with great potential. New Orleans has also begun developing this area of expertise, seeing a similar 

synergy between solving its flooding problems and making money helping others do the same.  

In a partnership with Virginia Sea Grant, we assembled a team of architecture students from Hampton 

University (led by faculty member Mason Andrews) and civil and environmental engineering students 

from Old Dominion University (led by faculty member Mujde Erten-Unal). The 30+ students were 

surrounded by a cloud of mentors from regional design and engineering firms, research institutions, and 
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local government. The project coordinators included Wetlands Watch, the Hampton Roads Green 

Building Council and the two university professors.  

The design and engineering approaches developed by the students involved a range of distributed green 

infrastructure solutions: under-street cisterns with permeable paving, disconnected downspouts with 

cisterns, basement cistern water storage units (base-terns), strategically placed rain gardens/bio-swales, 

closable road culverts, and a 2,000 foot living shoreline. These designs, when modeled against a 2009 

storm event, were found to reduce flooding by 90%.  

After briefing the City of Norfolk on these approaches, they were incorporated into a five-day design 

charrette focused on helping southeast Virginia “live with the water.” The charrette, “Life at Sea Level: 

Dutch Dialogues” was held in Norfolk, Virginia, and students and professionals who were part of the 

Chesterfield Heights design process were brought into the process and collaborated with an international 

set of architects, engineers, scientists, and planners. Finally, these designs were further refined and made 

part of a $200 million grant submission by the state of Virginia on behalf of the city of Norfolk for the 

HUD National Disaster Resiliency Design competition. The student-based resiliency designs were 

selected for an award of $115 million in January, 2016.  

Many of the students have been hired by regional architecture and engineering firms and continue this 

work professionally. Wetlands Watch and its partners have been funded to continue and expand this 

work across the tidal reaches of Virginia, creating a coastal adaptation design laboratory, or 

“Collaboratory.” (see next section)  Our first new project was collaboration with us, the Elizabeth River 

Project, Virginia Sea Grant, University of Virginia’s Resilience Program, Green Building Council of 

Hampton Roads, and the community of Ingleside in Norfolk, VA, just upriver from Chesterfield 

Heights. We have subsequently moved with this team into two additional neighborhoods and have added 

teams from Virginia Tech’s landscape architecture department as well as their Biological Systems 

Engineering department. In total Wetlands Watch is currently hosting six student teams. 

 

Resilience Research And Design Collaborative Laboratory (Collaboratory) 

Wetlands Watch’s experience with the Chesterfield 

Heights design effort and the Collaboratory illustrated the 

adaptation progress that could be made through 

partnerships between coastal communities and Virginia’s 

academic institutions. If the pressing adaptation needs of 

local governments can be matched against the research 

capabilities of colleges and universities, there is the 

potential for more rapid progress on adaptation. 

The Chesterfield Heights project also exposed adaptation 

needs beyond design, as questions of finance, policy, 

regulation, and the like began to emerge. We had 

envisioned the design process as the center of a spiral that 

engaged a number of other subjects and academic disciplines (diagram courtesy of Shelly Jules-Plaag). 

http://wetlandswatch.org/directors-blog/2016/12/21/student-adaptation-designs-bring-big-rewards
http://wetlandswatch.org/directors-blog/2017/1/29/adptation-and-water-quality-designs-in-norfolk-neighborhood
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We proposed and secured funding for a four-year effort to match the adaptation needs of Virginia’s 

coastal communities with the field teaching and research programs in the state. We will develop a list of 

local government needs, across a range of topics, and then seek to match those needs with ongoing 

programs of student research, practicums, and the like at Virginia’s higher education institutions. We 

will act as the local host and facilitator for the projects and also promote the findings and lessons learned 

to other coastal localities.  

Just starting in the winter of 2016, this “Collaboraory” could provide innovative approaches to local 

government’s challenges and also provide a model for other regions to employ. The academic 

“backbone” of this group is Virginia Sea Grant, with whom we partnered on the earlier design project. 

We also have partnership agreements with the Hampton Roads Chapter of the Green Building Council 

to provide professional mentors for the selected projects. As mentioned above, we are currently working 

in the Ingleside neighborhood of Norfolk, VA with some University of Virginia Resilience Program 

students. We have subsequently moved with this team into an additional neighborhood and have added 

teams from Virginia Tech’s landscape architecture department as well as their Biological Systems 

Engineering department. In total Wetlands Watch is currently hosting six student teams from four 

universities. 

 

Flood Insurance Reforms/Community Rating System 

 

 Wetlands Watch’s work at the local government level has led to our 

involvement opposing shoreline development proposals that are 

unsustainable and unwise in the face of sea level rise. This has led to a 

number of initiatives to identify maladaptive policies and create 

incentives for resilient land use decisions and nature-based flooding 

management approaches.  It has also led us to better understand the 

financial workings of shoreline development decisions in order to find 

leverage points to change behavior. 

We secured a small grant from the Virginia Environmental Endowment 

to study the private sector’s response to sea level rise. This led to a study 

on the impacts of increasing rates of homeowners insurance on 

adaptation behavior.  Both efforts showed little response by the private 

sector to the increasing impacts from sea level rise/climate change. The increased cost and decreasing 

coverage of private homeowner’s insurance was not related to any current or perceived sea level 

rise/climate change impact, although the end result makes coastal living more expensive, effectively 

building the cost of increased risk into shoreline home ownership decisions. 

At the time of this work (2012-2013) Congress passed reforms to the National Flood Insurance Program 

(NFIP), in the face of a $24 billion deficit owed to the taxpayers from the impact of Hurricane Katrina 

and Superstorm Sandy. These reforms increased the cost of flood insurance and, while not tied to sea 

level rise impacts, these rate reforms caused significant increases in the cost of home ownership in 

coastal special flood hazard zones where flood insurance is required as a condition of any federally 

backed mortgage and may be required at the request of a lending institution.  

http://wetlandswatch.org/directors-blog/2017/1/29/adptation-and-water-quality-designs-in-norfolk-neighborhood
http://wetlandswatch.org/directors-blog/2017/1/29/adptation-and-water-quality-designs-in-norfolk-neighborhood
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These increased costs are disrupting real estate sales and creating pressure on local governments, since 

they implement the NFIP and local floodplain management. Seeing these disruptions and pressures as 

financial drivers and leverage for sea level rise adaptation, Wetlands Watch began to work with 

floodplain managers in southeast Virginia to understand these changes and seek solutions for impacted 

policyholders. One significant outcome of this work was the development of a strategy to use the 

Community Rating System (CRS), a program whereby a locality can lower its constituents’ flood 

insurance premiums by taking steps to flood-proof the community beyond the minimum NFIP 

requirements. 

We discovered a range of nature-based solutions (open space, shoreline restoration, etc.) that would 

count toward better CRS ratings and in turn, lower flood insurance costs. Seeing this program as an 

incentive for speeding adaptation implementation and incentivizing nature-based approaches, two 

Wetlands Watch staffers became Certified Floodplain Managers and began chairing the regional 

floodplain manager’s workgroup to expand participation and success in the CRS. 

We secured a blue moon fund grant to expand this effort and to produce a local government staff guide 

to the CRS program, with an emphasis on those nature-based practices that provide CRS credits. We 

also began a concerted outreach program to localities along Virginia’s tidal shoreline to develop one-on-

one relationships with floodplain managers. We are now seeking funding to expand and continue this 

program with focused assistance to coastal communities as the increasing cost of flood insurance drives 

interest in the CRS program. 

Using these NFIP changes and the CRS program we have found a way to “monetize” habitat creation in 

ways we never imagined. We are also monitoring changes in the FEMA Hazard Mitigation Assistance 

(HMA) funding that localities receive after a disaster. Proposed changed in the HMA seem to be moving 

toward larger, landscape based approaches.  

Next steps involve quantifying the benefits to mandated stormwater reduction programs from these 

landscape-based practices, providing multiple benefits to a locality for wise land use decisions in flood 

plains. We received a grant award in 2016 to underwrite this work and make it part of our adaptation 

guide. We are also working with the Virginia Institute of Marine Science to put this CRE information on 

their ADAPT VA portal and are being funded by the Virginia Coastal Zone Management Program to 

conduct research, outreach, and education on the CRS program. 

 

Smart Phone “Sea Level Rise” App  

 

Wetlands Watch saw a need to increase public outreach and make sea level 

rise impacts tangible, especially from those people who were too busy to 

commit large amounts of time to the sea level rise adaptation effort (busy 

families, etc.), and those not reached through conventional means (millennials, 

etc.). We also saw a need to move rapidly to identify and characterize sea level 

rise/flooding impacts using “native knowledge” of flooding impacts on an 

intersection-by-intersection basis, rather than waiting for expensive 

conventional approaches to deliver the data. 

https://searisingsolutions.com/
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With a grant from blue moon fund, we worked with a local app developer, Concursive, to build a smart 

phone and tablet app, “Sea Level Rise,” which allows the crowd sourcing of information about flooding 

impacts.  We developed a decentralized system management approach which allows expansion of the 

system across tidewater Virginia and beyond. We also contacted sea level rise modeling efforts at 

regional universities and offered the app for use in validating flooding models. 

The app’s current version allows people to input location and flooding source characteristic data on 

known flooding locations.  During flooding events, teams are dispatched to those known flooding areas 

to mark the extent of the flooding, dropping location pins at the water’s edge while walking around 

flooding areas. Photographs can be taken in either mode and attached to the location. 

These flooding event tests have validated the predicted flooding locations and the data from these tests 

has been exported to researchers and modelers to perfect their flood predictions. We have run tests 

remotely from Maine to Florida and tested the app in real-world situations, allowing us to identify 

needed changes and improvements.  

We received funding from Rutgers University to develop V2.0 of the app. and it is available in the app 

stores now. With the leadership of the regional newspaper, the Virginian Pilot, we sponsored a regional 

crowdsourcing event around the highest tide of 2017, the “King Tide.” The effort, named “Catch the 

King,” involved over 700 people mapping on the day of the King Tide, the largest citizen science 

crowdsourcing event known and being considered by the Guinness Book of Records. 

We followed that with an event in 2018 around the King Tide, in partnership with the regional public 

television outlet, WHRO, and enrolled over 120 high school classes in the mapping. Those students, 

together with the general public, put nearly 400 mappers in the field. In addition, a parallel event to 

measure pollution being carried back by flood waters was established, “Measure the Muck,” using 

students from Old Dominion University as well as regional high school students to measure the 

pollution inputs. 

 

Local Government Adaptation Guide and Curriculum Training 

                    

In the course of our work on sea level rise adaptation at the local government level, Wetlands Watch 

uncovered a range of policies and programs that influence the implementation of adaptation approaches.  

There are a range of authorities in place now that could be used by local governments seeking to 

increase their flooding resiliency and adapt to sea level rise. Certain policies and programs could, with 

modest changes, become part of the tools available to localities in Virginia. Additionally, there are a 

number of programs that are “maladaptive” and promote the continued status quo for land use along the 

tidal shoreline. 

As the impact of flooding from sea level rise become more evident, local government staff are looking 

for solutions among the range of land use authorities, ordinances, codes and other available policies and 

programs. At present there is no strong Virginia-specific listing or guide for localities seeking to 

implement adaptation measures.  To compound this lack of information, there is a low level of 
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understanding and political support among the appointed and elected decision makers at the local 

government level. 

Wetlands Watch received funding to develop a local government Adaptation Guide. We started by 

pulling together our experience working with local governments over the last seven years and sought to 

develop a web-based Guide to adaptation in Virginia.  With the trust earned working with local 

governments, Wetlands Watch interviewed local government staff for ideas, sought to understand the 

pressures, barriers, and needs of local government staff in implementing sea level rise adaptation, and  

produced a Local Government Adaptation Guide using specific locality feedback 

Wetlands Watch is using the results of these interviews as well as input from the Virginia Tech Land 

Use Education Program (LUEP), the Virginia Association of Counties, and the Virginia Municipal 

League to develop educational materials for localities in Virginia to speed implementation of sea level 

rise adaptation approaches.  

We are also looking at educational materials for elected and appointed local government decision-

makers. A LUEP study shows that 25% of the planning commissioners in Virginia receive no training in 

land use and planning policy; none receive training on the realities and impacts of sea level rise, or the 

tools available in Virginia to adapt to those impacts. The same is true of local government boards of 

zoning appeals, wetlands boards, Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act boards, and city councils and county 

boards. Many of these board members are in fact unaware of the long-term, cumulative environmental 

impacts of any of their land-use decisions. 

The latest version of the Guide is posted on a new website and we are starting briefings and interviews 

with localities about the use of the guide and any final improvements needed. We have reached out to a 

number of localities regarding briefing their citizen boards about the materials in the guide.  

Using the local government adaptation Guide as a base, Wetlands Watch will begin development of 

training modules for each of these local government entities and pilot training in sea level rise adaptation 

in a few localities for staff and appointed boards. We are also adding the stormwater pollution reduction 

benefits to the Guide, as mentioned above, thanks to an October 2016 grant from the Virginia 

Environmental Endowment (see co-benefits section above). 

We are also compiling the results of our local staff interviews to help guide efforts in other regions. We 

gained much valuable insight into practical adaptation barriers in the course of this outreach. In fact, the 

on-line posting of the Guide was in response to local staff statements that they do not read the mountains 

of studies on adaptation produced every year: they go on-line for information as they need it. 

 

Adaptation Finance Needs and Options 

Wetlands Watch had been hearing from residents of shoreline communities 

that their flood-damaged homes were on a waiting list for repairs that 

stretched far into the future. We began an inquiry into these backlogs of 

repetitive loss properties (NFIP insured properties that have experienced two 

or more flood loss claims of at least $1,000 each over the prior 10 years) and 

found that no such data existed. We managed to compile information from 

five local governments in southeast Virginia and found large number of 

http://wetlandswatch.org/sea-level-rise-adaptation-guide
http://wetlandswatch.org/sea-level-rise-adaptation-guide
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56af7134be7b96f50a2c83e4/t/584ae73a3e00be3be3f403f8/1481303868172/miigatingfloodingstudy.pdf
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residences on waiting lists. The mitigation work on these houses totaled more than $430,000,000, work 

that was in no one’s estimates of sea level rise/flooding mitigation costs. 

We then looked at federal post-disaster mitigation funding coming into these communities and found 

that to pay for all the backlogged work in those localities for which we had data would take between 78 

and 188 years1 Next we publicized the results of this study and worked with Virginia State Senator 

Lynwood Lewis to help fix this problem. Sen. Lewis introduced legislation in 2015 to create a revolving 

loan fund to help pump more adaptation funding into coastal communities. In 2016, the proposal became 

law. Virginia State Senator to find funding to help fix this problem. 

Virginia has created the Virginia Shoreline Resiliency Fund, a state revolving loan fund to provide local 

governments with funding to loan out to residents to flood proof their homes and pay back into the fund 

for the next person to use. Best of all, the fund can be used for “future flooding,” making it the first and 

only fund in the nation that can be used to address future sea level rise impacts. While no state funding 

was made available, we are continuing our efforts in the state legislature to fund this program. 

This program is an example of our adaptation outreach work uncovering a problem (long waits for flood 

fixes), which was fully exposed in a study, that then led to legislative action to produce a solution, two 

years later. All of this work was funded with a grant from blue moon fund, with follow on funding 

provided through unrestricted grants by the Keith Campbell Foundation for the Environment and West 

Wind Foundation.  

 

For more information contact: 

Skip Stiiles – skip.stiles@wetlandswatch.org 

757-621-1185 (cell) 

 

http://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title10.1/chapter6/section10.1-603.25/
http://pilotonline.com/news/government/virginia/virginia-sets-up-fund-without-funding-to-help-property-owners/article_3b78ecb0-d09c-521b-8875-5152e2d1d206.html
http://pilotonline.com/news/government/virginia/virginia-sets-up-fund-without-funding-to-help-property-owners/article_3b78ecb0-d09c-521b-8875-5152e2d1d206.html
mailto:skip.stiles@wetlandswatch.org

